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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives
The special legislative Commission authorized by Chapter 57 of

the Resolves of 1972 as continued by Chapter 2 of the Resolves of
1974, providing for an investigation and study by a Special
Commission relative to improving the recreational facilities and
expanding the recreation, travel, vacation and tourist industry of the
Commonwealth.

QTfje Commontofaltf) of Wasmcbuutti

THIRD INTERIM REPORT
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Information compiled by the AAA Auto and Travel Club indicat icsita:

on the part of the public in traveling long distances this summer than last

Nevertheless, gasoline availability rem an important

lav * s socularlv imnortantthe tourist industry. The prc a

iled bv area tourist councilusing local police data and information c

availability broadcast which, throughCommission co-ordinated a Sunday gasoli le

lation as to gasoline availability fornumerous radio stations, provided infor

the publi

After gasoline became more readily available, the cost went up and many exper

the tourism industry attributed a decrease in tourism to the high prices. A surve

of boating facilities in Central Massachusetts, for example, shoved sufficient gas

oline was available to handle demands bu pointed out that higher prices

decline in business.

This Commission will remain in constant contact with all agencies public and private

for any developments in the gasoline situation.

STATISTICAL DATA

In the last Interim Report of this Commis ion (House No. 5557) emphasis was plac

on the urgent need for the more relevant igures on the tourist industry to be

produced by the Massachusetts Department of Corporations and Taxation. The

ission urged the Governor and/or the Secretary of Administration and Finance to

mandate the Department of Corporations and Taxation to give figures on room tax,

meal tax, and gasoline tax on a monthly basis and that such figures also be broken

down community-by-community as in other states

Now, due to the urging of this Commission and the efforts of Commissioner Nicholas

Metaxas of Corporations and Taxation, the situation is improved. Data on room tax,

fi 1
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meals and alcoholic beverages tax receipts are available from the Department

data bank each month and are broken down a county and community basis. There

s still a two-month time lag between tax >ayments and availability of statistics.

but the change should enhance the plann apabilities of the Division of Tourismnj

of the Department of Commerce and Devi •pment. Although tourist expenditures are

also reflected in gasoline, sales and cigarette tax receipts, the information noi

available on room and meals/alcohollc beverage tax receipts will help determi if

a promotional program has an effect on a specific area's tourist business. The

Division of Tourism must work close the regional tourist associations

utilizing this newly-available information to mbnitor and expand tourism throughl
out the Commonwealth by comprehensive planning.

INFORMATION CENTERS AND REST FACILIT

Chapter 1016—Acts of 1973—brought into law bv the perservance of the DPW and

the able assistance of this Commission, was meant to provide needed information and

rest area facilities in several sections of Massachusetts. The DPW has not been

able to speedily implement this authority due to administrative delays and it is

evident now that the facilities, needed for service during the Bicentennial years

of 1975-76, will not, in most cases be available for the public until 1977. Here

is a matter which, in the Commission's opinion, needs the pressure of executive

action by the Governor of the Commonwealth to speed up construction of these

ects

Chapter 1016 granted authority under Section C of Chapter 81 of the General Laws

for the DPW to provide information servic at six roadside projects which would

also have sanitary fac

These were the locations recommendc

1-195 See anS'
f r> cu
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■Kingston Area

reports t r

.tant ntly preparin;

facility. It is hoped that construction will begin in the spring of 1975 and

completed for occupancy in the spring of 1976. This is considered the pilot proje^fyxupancy in the spr

for the program of the six lease operated information centerormat

designed to rcial

The liolton-Harvard project is bain; nt. Althou;a

design is complete, the project has been halted pending approval of an Environment

Impact Statement. Because of the stror O' ea ci a

hearing in June for a review of that environmental impact statment, the DPW

forms this Commission that there is serious doubt as to completion of such a

in the Bolton-Harvard area.

I
ticut project, an initial publicRegarding the 1-91 Northbound from Con

was held on Longmeadow, a town just over the Connscticut-Massachusetts borderionnscticut-Mas

.n, there was strong local opposition and was forced to withdraw thei

proposal. Since then the City of Springfield has proposed two ab

and the DPW has suggested a site in West Springfield. Du

ley Joint Transportation Committee tohas requested the Lower Pioneer Va

and, if needed, to make a recommendationvesitgate the need for such a facility

alternate sites for project develop' be DPW has received no reply to da

is now reported that the tourism Indus ry in the Pioneer Valley is studying the

and collecting strong support to prase: a recommendation to the Joint Transportatioi

i
Committee.
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In Andover, there was preliminary local opposition to the proposed site on 1-93

north of 1-495. The DPW was preparing an in-house design but as yet no public

hearing has been held and no Environmental Impact Statement prepared

The Route 3 project in the Plymouth Kingston area has been discussed with the

Plymouth Tourist Council and the DPW has advised local representatives of the

tourism industry to present their expressions of interests and specific desires

to these facilities through the region's Joint Transportation Committee

Finally, the Seekonk-Swansea 1-195 project has progressed to the extent that

electric power for operating a temporary Information Center is installed. The

DPW has asked the State of Rhode Island to include the Massachusetts expansion

of the present rest area for the connection of the East Shore Expressway to 1-195

which Rhode Island is currently preparing.

Representative Charles J. Buffone, House Chairman of this Commission, has rcfiled
louse Bill //4608 which, if passed,would provide for four additional tourist center

in the following locations as suggested by the DPW.

1-95 Salisbury
1-86 Sturbridge

Bcrnardston
Route 25 Plymouth

The DPW reports that incipal cause f delay in the construction of thes>

needed projects is principally because o bitter opposition by local residents who

do not want a tourist facility in their immediate vlcinitv. The DPW says now it

will not proceed further with any of these facilities, except the 1-95 Mansfield

reject which it plans to use as a pilot project for measuring the success or

failure of such projects

local opposition is a key block needed projects, it is the thinking

of this Commission that the area tourist ils and all those interested in the

ines r, on theirare Ie, to try to o
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come local opposition to these projects.

DPW/U. MASS JOINT TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM

The Joint Transportation Program was initiated in 1974 between the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst and the Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Public Works with federal support. It is designed to review

analyze and recommend policies for the DPW in eight areas of highway

planning. It may also be able to help in the projects involving

information and roadside rest facilities. Its Highway Corridor Land

Use Planning section will deal with such facilities as one of its sub

tasks. In line with the stated DPW goal of establishing a system of

formally designated and controlled roadside rest and tourist informa-

tion facilities within the state, this group of researchers has been

studying operations of existing facilities in comparable regions of

the nation.

When the contract year expires in March, 1975, this study should provide

information and recommendations sufficient for the DPW to formulate
specific policies on rest and information facilities.

Utilizing this newly-gathered and authentic information and the set of

policies which the DPW will define after studying the recommendations,

the task of convincing regional planning authorities and local officials

of the need for these facilities will be made easier. In addition, a

system of standardization will be effected which will better allow

communities to assess local impact of facilities by the simple process

of studying existing facilities.
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ficiaily the Bicentennial of the nation is July A, 1976, narking the signing o1976, ciarkin,

:nce, but iduration of I setts,l97 t an

il 19, at Concord Laxington,it v. of the P

tually had its start

4 ;cause of the Monday holiday law, special legislation, approved by thi

was necessary to make sura that, in 1 the day was in its proper place

interest of his cy, P.epr- Charles J. Ruffone of Wore

Chairman Commission, and tative Lincoln Cole of Lexingt

introduced Bills 533 and 1C their efforts, Chan

ts of 197 s that Patriot celebrated on April 10, and

73, with the laws that apply to Sun ar.i ocher holidays

:h re-enactnents of the Battles of L an and Concord and Paul P.eve

for April, 1973, a tremendous influ of tourists is expected in Massachu:

cy estimate made, according to t achusetts Bicentennial Commission,

dicatcs that record numbers of visitors 11 cone to the Ray State in 1975 an.

ause of our wealth of historic site

becomes increasingly evident that the problem here, in 1975 and 1976 will

attracting people to cone to Massachusetts but, rather trying to make thei

visits more pleasant in the hope that they will return again and, also to try o

them to see all of Massachusetts. In one instance,this calls for a speedup

in the construction of infomati facilities. Lack of the 1

is a prime complaint by visitors to the S

I
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The Massachusetts Turnpike, operated by the Massachusetts Turnpike

Authority, is a highway linking much of Massachusetts from West to

East and is the route over which thousands of tourists enter the

State. It should play a more active role in helping promote tourism

in the entire State.

The more people who come here and find things they like, the more

likely they may return again and again and bring more revenue to the

Turnpike authority. It could well be that some of that added Turn-

pike revenue might be spent for tourist promotion.

This Commission suggests, as one possibility, that a simple, basic

pamphlet, outlining ‘‘THINGS TO SEE IN MASSACHUSETTS’’, be prepared

and distributed with Turnpike toll tickets to all persons with

out-of-state license plates as they enter upon the Turnpike. This

would not be a difficult operation and the booklet could list major

tourist attractions, historic sites, cultural centers and such

things, along with a map and could also define which exits a visitor

should use to get off the Turnpike to see such attractions and areas.

This would help Turnpike revenue for it would also designate what exit

the visitor should use to RETURN to the Turnpike.

The Bicentennial Commission, with which this Commission maintains

close contact, has programs for the assistance of visitors coming
here in 1975-76. These include the following:

1. State travel information panels (called ‘‘lnfo-Board’’) which will

be placed by the Department of Public Works in 48 locations. These

are 7’ x 8' porcelained enamel panels, including one state wide and

one regional panel at each location, primarily roadside rests on

major state highways.
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tance plans for April 19, 1973, In Concord and Laxin at in?

ith traffic control plans, public safety, cormunications, medical assistance

3. State information center program noving toward a more comprehensive system

of disseminating travel information to visitors and residents.

Bicentennial travel aid telepho: •vice using a centralized telephone

available to respond to queries/answering facility to be manned and made

concerned with events, routings, congestion, historic and/or scenic site

availability and costs. Such information will be compiled and made available

information centers, police posts, public libraries and other approprL

location.

3. Park-and-ride assistance program. Provision of additional spaces for

fringe parking near anticipated high impact areas, primarily Boston/Carabrid;

Concord/Lexington and Salem, Hanscom Field in Bedford is one of the key locations

considered for perimeter parking with shuttle-bus to sites in Concord and Lexingto

6. Bicycle path program. Preparation of nicy assistance nanuel for

bicycle path implementation, and assistance in preparing local and state bicycle

paths by 1975 and 1976.

The Knox Trail Historical Society, created after this Commission worked with the

Bicentennial Commission in emphasizing the importance of the epic trek of Henry

Knox from Fort Ticonderoga to Cambridge, is noving with plans for the observance

of this event, starting in January, 1976

reat interest and cooperation is being the more than a score of co

mities through which General Knox passed and the Knox Trail Histo*ical Soclet

agrees with the original contention of th ton that the project al
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WINERIES PROJECT

In our last interim report it was urged to study the development of

new interests of appeal of tourists. One such proposal has been ad-

vanced, after conferring with this Commission, by State Representative

Terrence McCarthy of Martha’s Vineyard who introduced HB No. 1408 nassei

by the Legislature this past session which greatly reduces the license

fees for wineries which were regarded as exorbitant. Representative *

McCarthy reports continuing keen interest in this idea, especially

on Martha’s Vineyard.

When one questions whether or not wineries are tourist ‘‘attractions’

he might look for the answer in the little Hudson Valley town of

Washingtonville, New York for the facts.

At present 28 acres are under production on Martha’s Vineyard growing

wine grapes. 1500 barrels of wine have been produced and are aging

to be bottled December 31. Next year this project will be expanded

to 58 acres.

The development of the grape industry in Massachusetts would also

promote a host of other domestic industries including:

1. Tourism
2. Trucking
3. Bottling
4. Barrel manufacturing
5. Harvesting (seasonal)
6. Farm labor (seasonal)

In the opinion of this Commission, any legislation needed to make

possible the creation of wineries here would help the total economy

of Massachusetts in addition to producing new tourist attractions.

MULTISEASONABILITY STUDY

It has often been stated that Massachusetts has a four-season tourist

trade. Actually, this Commonwealth has a great potential for a year

ourist sea
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Statistics for the first half of 1974 on room occupancy tax receipts

indicate that there is only one Massachusetts county where more rooms

are rented in January than in June. For the fourteen counties, room

occupancies in January average slightly above half of those in June.

Most counties experienced steady increases in occupancy rates each month

with only two counties showing extraordinary declines that period.

Since most people vacation during the warmer months, this trend may be

predictable. This Commission feels, however v it is necessary to make a

positive determination as to whether this is a natural effect or just

a self-fulfilling prediction.

It may well be that the tourist industry is locked into a familiar pat-

tern of promoting and relying upon existing attractions and events to a

degree where its expansion in non-traditional seasons is thwarted. The

tourist promotion agencies and the State Division of Tourism should

promote previously ignored attractions and develop new events which can

strengthen the non-peak tourist seasons. It is recommended that

consideration be given to using a consultant for a definitive study of

expanding the traditional tourist season in each region.

No county in the Commonwealth ever has a month with zero-room occupancy

so it is evident that every region in every month attracts some visitors

It must be determined what attracts tourists to areas during their

off-season periods and determine what can be added to attract more.

Then, such attractions should be actively promoted to change the tradi-

tional tourist patterns.

"he best way in which the tourist industry can become a

dependable source of permanent primary employment and can

efficiently utilize its capital stock is to become multi-become mi

seasonal. This should be a primary goal
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promotion of tourism.

Section 1 of Chapter 1038 of the Acts of 1973-an act sponsored by this

Commission-directed the Department of Commerce and Development to es-

tablish a program of financial assistance for public and non-profit

agencies to promote or provide services for tourism, conventions, travel

and recreation in the Commonwealth.
fi

Efforts by members of this Commission were successful in securing a

$500,000 appropriation for the funding of this program during fiscal

1975. These funds were derived from the Tourism and Industrial Pro-

motion Fund which receives one-third of the room occupancy tax receipts

Grants are to be made to agencies for the financing of new planning

and promotional projects.

Because the program manual and application procedures required agree-

ment in several sectors and an Attorney General’s opinion was necessary

to clarify the eligibility of certain expenditures, the implementation

of this program has been delayed. Applications did not become avail-

able until mid-December, 1974, and grants will probably not be announced

before mid February, 1975. This could have a severely detrimental effect

on this important program and the delay is regrettable.

The initial year of operation is a critical one because participating

agencies must have time to adjust their activities to the inflow

of new money. It is also vital that the recipients and the Division

of Tourism be able to continuously monitor the funded projects and

judge their efficiency over a full year period. Because of the delay

this will be more difficult. 4k
This Commission concurs in the purpose of the law that the

board of review place priority on those projects which would

aid regions of the Commonwealth most severely impacted
by high unemployment and low per capita income. Further,

CHAPTER 1038
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efforts should be made to ease seasonal and regional congestion by

more effectively distributing tourists than has been evident in the

past.

The Division of Tourism is hereby requested to prepare a full report

as to the effectiveness of the program under Chapter 1038 by August

15, 1975. This report should be separate from the Division’s annual

report, accounting only for how these particular funds were spent and

discussing their impact on the tourism industry in the Commonwealth.

MULTI-USE RECREATION FACILITIES

Massachusetts owns and manages many thousands of acres of forests and

parks. Some of this land is intended for wildlife sanctuaries and can-

not be actively used by the public. Most of the State owned land, how-

ever is intended for public recreational purposes and should be

developed and maintained for those purposes

This Commission does not recommend the over use of congestion of

natural areas but much state owned land could be further developed

to provide an optimum amount of recreational opportunities to the public

Since such land is owned equally by all citizens of Massachusetts, all

recreational tastes should be considered when developing facilities.

The Department of Natural Resources has been fairly active in establish-

ing new snowmobile and cross-country skiing trailers, and this has

increased usage of State-owned land. There should be an expansion

into other recreational uses which could provide enjoyment for a large

number of the public.

The number of water recreation sites should be increased and where ther

is no natural pond or lake, the Department of Natural Resources could

construct artificial ponds. Many water facilities, incidentally,

are not accessible for skating.
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Other people would enjoy horseback riding on trails through a forest

but do not own horses and, in most cases, rental stables are many miles

from the forests.

This Commission feels it is time to completely review the Department

of Natural Resources policy of operating all of the recreational

facilities located on public recreational lands. This Commission will
study programs now operating in other states under which parcels of

state recreation land are leased to private organizations for building

resort facilities and under which state constructed facilities are

operated by private concerns. A determination will be made as to

whether such a program should be recommended for Massachusetts.

••PACKAGE TOURS ’’

In a recent issue of ‘‘Travel Trade News’’, Joel M. Abels made some

points in an editorial which we feel should be studied by all engaged

in Tourist promotion in Massachusetts. This Commission, in the past,

has recommended consideration of so-called ‘‘package tours’’ and it

now appears that many others are in agreement with the Commission.

The way Abels put it was this: ‘‘The energy crisis hatched it. The

egg was first laid some five years ago when Discover America Travel

Organization, the voice of U.S. Tourism, began spreading the gospel

about the mutual advantages which could result if the travel agents

and the domestic travel industry recognized their deep mutual interest.

The editorial went on to point out how this type of action has become

‘‘Domestic Tourism Golden Goose.** It told how close cooperation

between state and local tourists boards and travel agents, working

with the accomodations, attractions, motorcoach firms, and air and

rail services, could help tourism in any area.
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At a recent Conference of the New England Council in Boston, with all six New

ingland states represented, emphasis on the need for package tours was the ke

I's Travel Dev.issue before C This Comni ras

represented at the Conference and discussion with representatives of airlinespri

and bus companies, particularly, indicate much cooperation is there for the

asking and this Commission recommends a continuing study of this idea with al

branches of the tourist industry.

his Commission was also represented at the Institute of Certified Travel Apen

national conference in Boston this past summer and found here much support fo:

iachusetts. Jamesackage tours Doyle of Wellesley is the new nationa

president of this organization and he is willing to discuss this and other

matters of mutual interest with this Commission or those in the Tourist industry

at any time.

ially sue ssful and where Massachusetts mlpht learn some points is tl

Dim try. Family groups especially, along with elder citlIvania Ups

roue •mestic traveling these days, are especially interested in package

ir proposal
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FUNDING OF PROMOTION

Massachusetts uses several methods for funding the advertising and

promotion of tourist attractions. The Division of tourism’s Fiscal

1975 appropriation is $835,000, more than half of which is spent for

media advertising and premotion through public service announcements

developed for the Division by private advertising agencies. An

additional $500,000 is available to public and non-profit promotional

agencies through the previously discussed Chapter 1038 program.

$912,960 has been appropriated to twelve counties for advertising and

promoting their recreational and tourism advantages.

The expenditures of the Division of Tourism are reported to the

Legislature and each line item must be justified in terms of estimated

revenue generated through such promotional efforts or by dollar saving

by free media coverage through various staff activities.

For each county except Suffolk, there has been a specific act passed

by the Legislature which enables the county commissioners to request

a certain sum for promotion in their annual budget. Some counties

request the full amount allowed under law, others do not. (See

Appendix A) In all but one case, Dukes County, there is a matching

requirement of one dollar in private contributions for every three

dollars appropriated from government funds. The county commissioners

may elect to fund non-profit organizations as their agents in carrying

out the promotional functions. These are generally tourist associatio
or chambers of commerce.
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3RT or SUB-CO.'IMITTEE 0!

onL

ing compiled in: n, tourismconomic data

travel. DAta has been obtained fro: in many differentany

forms.

The second phase of the sub-comnittees activities will involve analysis of thi

economic data to uncover meaningful trends and make viable forecasts. Tlv

assistance of an in-house or contracted 1 be required d:i

this analysis phase.

One of the most meaningful state-wide indicators of tourism and travel i

gasoline sales. While the oil embargo threatened to precipitate a crisis, nc a

flow v;ns resumed in time so that little impact was felt during the summer tour Ist

season. sales for the summer of 1974 were nearly equal to those for

slight reduction in gasoline salethe same period the previous year. Th;

;ult of reduced speed limits end reducedthe summer of 1974 was probably the re.

airline schedules, rather than tourist volume.

The future of recreation, tourism and travel in Massachusetts is heavily

pendent on the overall economy. If period of lengthy recession lies ahead.

tourism could be impacted by consumer belt-tightening. Recreation and other

fringe expenditures are usually the first to suffer when Individual income or

jobs are threatened.

A bright spot on our horizon is the >ning Bicentennial which should Uav;

positive effect on tourism throughout all of Massachusetts. The prThe project

:ourist flow to such key areas as Boston on.

over to many other Mnssachuse as, could prove a boom whiat

would not only cancel out recessionary trends, but have a net positive economa net positive

inpac
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Appropriated for
Item Number

Percent of
County BudgetCounty

1.91$125,000.00Barnstable
Berkshire
Bristol

1.9560,000.00
150.000.
38,760.60
180.000.
20,000.00

1.92
*/5.77Dukes

Essex 1.39
Franklin
Hampden
Hampshire
Middlesex
Norfolk

1.19
8,500.00

18.000.00
0.09
0.59
0.1237,700.00

100,000.00
100,000.00

0.91
1.35Plymouth

Worcester 75.000.00 0.59
TOTAL $912,960.00 0.85

ADVERTISING RECREATIONAL ADVANTAGES


